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Introduction

This publication provides an overview of the custody transfer process 
of LNG to marine vessels. Custody transfer involves the physical and 
commercial transfer of LNG from one owner to another, in this case 
from the LNG supplier to the fuel consumer. Third party bunkerers, that 
own the road tankers or the bunker vessel may be used to distribute the 
LNG to the fuel consumer. These distribution companies will probably 
not own the LNG but have an obligation to ensure that the LNG remains 
within specification and that the correct quantity is delivered/measured. 
Depending on commercial terms, custody transfer may occur at any LNG 
movement between the supplier, distributor and fuel consumer.

Fuel oil for bunker is sold on a mass or volume basis. LNG, although 
fulfilling a common purpose, varies in composition depending on where 
it is produced. LNG is sold on an energy content basis to reflect this 
variation in composition. This means that both the quantity transferred 
and the quality (or composition) of the material transferred have to be 
measured and documented.

This guide describes the variables required to be measured for the 
main marine engine types. The key variables for billing and guarantee 
purposes are the energy content (calorific value) and in some instances 
other combustion/burner parameters (for example Wobbe Number/
Index). Methane Number is often included but its absolute value provides 
only an indication of performance and not a guarantee.

The later sections of this guide describe the proven techniques available 
for measuring both LNG quantity and quality. 

This guidance note is not a standard method for determining the quantity 
and quality of LNG. It describes several such methods, all of which 
provide sufficient accuracy and auditability to support the custody transfer 
process. Its aim is to educate and inform and not to be prescriptive. Most 
of the techniques described have associated international standards 
which describe in detail the measurements required and the accuracies 
achievable. These are provided in the bibliography for those wishing to 
explore further.
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Measurement of the quantity of LNG transferred is relatively simple, 
with both volume and mass measuring systems in use within the wider 
LNG industry. This document covers the most common and proven 
methodologies. These techniques are similar to those used in fuel oil 
bunkering and may involve measurements before and after transfer - 
for example sounding, with the quantity transferred calculated from the 
difference. Alternatively, meters are available to measure the flow rate of 
the LNG continuously.

Determining the quality of LNG - essentially its calorific value - is more 
difficult and costly. Direct measurement systems are available but they 
tend to be cumbersome and have limited accuracies outside of the 
laboratory. So LNG quality is usually calculated from its composition. LNG 
quality measurement therefore involves the sampling and analysis of LNG 
to determine which hydrocarbons are present and in what quantities.

Techniques to measure the quality of natural gas are widely used and 
accepted for billing purposes throughout the gas pipeline industry. The 
bulk LNG industry has developed techniques to capture a representative 
sample and vaporise it to allow standard gas industry composition 
measurement to be performed. Custody transfer techniques for LNG 
bunkering must be affordable and simple given the high frequency that 
LNG powered vessels will require bunkering.
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